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QUESTION 1

You are designing a localized ASP.NET MVC online shopping application that will be deployed to customers in the
United States, China, France, and Brazil. The application must support multiple cultures so that content in the
appropriate 

language is available in each area. 

You need to ensure that the content can be viewed in several languages. 

How should you implement this feature? 

A. Use a resource (.resx) file to provide translations. 

B. Use Systems.Collections.Generics.Dictionary to store alternative translations. 

C. Ensure that all strings are marked internal to avoid conflict with internal literals. 

D. Include language-specific content in the assembly manifest and use .NET culture libraries. 

Correct Answer: A 

A resource file is an XML file that contains the strings that you want to translate into different languages or paths to
images. The resource file contains key/value pairs. Each pair is an individual resource. Key names are not case
sensitive. For example, a resource file might contain a resource with the key Button1 and the value Submit. You create
a separate resource file for each language (for example, English and French) or for a language and culture (for example
English [U.K.], English [U.S.]). Each localized resource file has the same key/value pairs; the only difference is that a
localized resource file can contain fewer resources than the default resource file. The built-in language fallback process
then handles loading the neutral or default resource. 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been asked to make sure that the edit action of RunLogController is extended. 

You start by writing the following lines of code: 

[HttpPost] 

[ActionName ("Editlog")] 

You are required to make use of a specific attribute next. 

Which of the following is the attribute in question? 

A. The [ValueProviderCollection] attribute. 

B. The [ValidateInput] attribute. 

C. The [ValidateAntiForgeryToken] attribute. 

D. The [ValidatableObjectAdapter] attribute. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

You need to implement the business requirements for managing customer data. What should you do? (Choose 2) 

A. Add a class named Catalog to the Controllers folder. Then add a method named EditCustomer to the class. 

B. Add a folder named Customer to the Views folder. Then create a view inside this folder named Edit.aspx. 

C. Add a class named CustomerController to the Controllers folder. Then add a method named Edit to the class. 

D. Add a folder named EditCustomer to the Views folder. Then create a view inside this folder named Catalog.aspx. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are employed as a developer at Certkingdom.com. Certkingdom.com has a single Active Directory domain, named
Certkingdom.com. 

You have been tasked with developing a distributed application for Certkingdom.com. The application should allow for
the storage of an insignificant number of unprotected global data. Furthermore, you are informed that modifications to
the 

unprotected global data rarely occur. 

Which of the following actions should you take? 

A. You should consider making use of View state. 

B. You should consider making use of Control state. 

C. You should consider making use of Application state. 

D. You should consider making use of Windows Azure session state. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been instructed to make sure that the technical prerequisites with regards to scalability are adequately met.
To achieve this, it is necessary to access the web.config file to configure session storage. 

You want to make use of a SessionState mode that stores session state in a process that is separate from the ASP.NET
worker process or IIS application pool. 

Which of the following should you make use of? 
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A. You should consider making use of the In-process mode. 

B. You should consider making use of the Off mode. 

C. You should consider making use of the SQLServer mode. 

D. You should consider making use of the StateServer mode. 

E. You should consider making use of the Custom mode. 

Correct Answer: D 
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